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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [SJ Robinson gave a proof of the Nullstellensatz for holomorphic function 
germs (the “Riickert Nullstellensatz”) using non-standard analysis. The key 
idea was that points infinitely near zero could serve as generic points for prime 
ideals; the existence of generic point yields a proof of the Riickert Nullstellensatz 
which is entirely analogous to a well known proof of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz 
for polynomials. 
In [1] Weispfenning introduced to axiom systems which he called A and A’. 
He proved a “transfer principle”: any quantifier free well-formed formula 
which can be satisfied in some model of A’ can be satisfied in every model of A. 
From this transfer principle he derives a proof of the Riickert Nullstellensatz. 
In this paper we define the notion of an “evaluation field” for a power series 
ring Sm . These evaluation fields are essentially the models of Weispfenning’s 
axiom system A and play a role in the theory of power series which is analogous 
to the role played by extension fields in the theory of polynomials. We then 
define universal evaluation fields analogous to the universal extension fields of 
algebra. We then generalize Robinson’s arguments and give proofs of various 
forms of the Nullstellensatz for power series which are entirely analogous to 
the well-known proof of the Hilbert Nullstellensatz mentioned above. (Both 
the theory of Weispfenning and the theory presented here work equally well 
in the formal and convergent cases. Both theories have real analogs; see part II.) 
An example of an evaluation field is afforded by the field of Puiseaux series. 
Using this evaluation field we obtain the following Nullstellensatz (7.6 below): 
I@,(I)) = rad(1) 
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where I c Ffi is an ideal, Z,(I) is the set of homomorphisms from & to 4 
which annihilate 1, and I(Z) is the ideal in 9% consisting of those power series 
annihilated by every homomorphism in 2. (In the convergent case Z,(I) can be 
identified with the set of germs of holomorphic curves lying in the variety 
germ of I.) The zero-set Z,(7) was introduced by Merrien [2] in the real case. 
(In part II we will show how .natural modifications of these ideas give results 
in the real case, including the curve selection lemma of Bruhat-Cartan and 
the solution to Hilbert’s seventeenth problem for power series.) 
The appendix to part I explains in some detail the relation of Weispfenning’s 
theory to the theory presented here. 
In the remainder of this introduction we sketch the proof of the Hilbert 
Nullstellensatz which is analogous to the proofs given in the body of the paper. 
Let K be a field and 8, denote the polynomials in the indeterminates 
x1 ,..., X, with coefficients from K: 
8, = K[xx, ,..., xn]. 
Let Pp, denote the union of the 8, . 
I .I DEFINITION. A universal field for K is an extension field .Q of K which 
is a) algebraically closed, and b) contains a sequence 6 = (5, , 5, ,...) E Q(a) 
such that f (5) # 0 for all f E Pa\(O) ( i.e. b) is of infinite transcendence degree 
over K; i.e. b) such that there is a K-algebra embedding of B, into Q). 
A point [ E Dn) determines a prime ideal IT(E) C B, : namely, I(e) is the set 
of all f E .P, such that f (5) = 0. If J = I(.$ we say that E is a generic point for J. 
1.2 PROPOSITION. Every prime ideal J C 8, has a generic point 5 E .CFnj. 
(One proves this by forming L the field of formal quotients of the ring P,J J. 
Then L has finite transcendence degree over K and so embeds in 52. Embeddings 
of L in Q are in natural correspondence with generic points for J.) 
1.3 PROPOSITION. Let R be the algebraic closure of K. Then there is a jeld 52 
such that: 
(1) Q is universal for K; and 
(2) Any$nite system of polynomial equations and inequations with coe$kients 
from K which has a solution in Sz already has a solution in K. 
For model-theorists this is immediate by the compactness theorem (see 5.4). 
(Of course, after one proves the nullstellensatz one knows that (2) holds for 
any algebraically closed field D extending K. Observe that one can replace a 
system of equations and inequations by an equivalent system of equations by 
the device of replacing the inequation f(x) # 0 by the equation yf(x) = 1 
where y is a new variable.) 
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Now for I C 9, let Z’(I) C K(“) denote the zero-set of I and for 2 C Kfn) let 
I(Z) C 9, denote the ideal of 2. Let rad(l) denote the radical of the ideal I. 
1.4 HILBERT NULLSTELLENSATZ. If K is algebraically closed and I C 8, is 
an ideal, then: 
1(2(I)) = rad(l). 
Proof. The inclusion rad(1) _C 1(2(I)) is trivial. For the reverse inclusion 
choose f E B,\rad(I). Let J extending I be maximal with respect to f $ rad(J). 
One easily sees that J is prime (see 7.1). Choose Sz by 1.3 and let 4 E JP) be 
generic for Jby 1.2. Thenf(t) # 0 andg,(k) = ... =g,.([) = 0 whereg, ,...,g, 
generate I. Then by 1.3(2) th ese equations have a solution in K so f $I(Z(I)) 
as required. 
In [5] Robinson takes K = C = the complex numbers and Q = *@ = the 
complex numbers of a suitable non-standard model of analysis. He replaces 9% 
by 9n = germs of holomorphic functions at 0 E W) (= convergent power 
series) and observes that where w C D denotes the infinitesimal complex numbers 
(monad of 0) the element f ([) E .Q is well defined for f E F% and f E w(m). He 
then proves the analog of 1.2: any prime ideal J G 9Ij has a generic point 
[ E G). He then takes for Z(I) the zero-set germ of the ideal I C .9jj: 1.4 becomes 
Riickerts nullstellensatz (see [3]) and the same proof works. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Throughout K denotes a field and x = (x1 , xa ,...) denotes an infinite sequence 
of distinct indeterminates. For each n = 0, 1,2,..., $% denotes either the 
K-algebra of formal power series in x, ,..., x, with coefficients from K or else 
K = the complex numbers and 9n denotes the convergent power series in 
x1 ,..., x, . In other words we consider two cases simultaneously: 
formal case: 9% = K[[x, ,..., x,J]; 
convergent case: 9% = C{x, ,..., xn}, K = 62. 
Note that 9s = K and that g% C 9m for n < m and let 9I denote the union 
of the 9, (so that each element of SW depends on only finitely many variables). 
For n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., cc let J?~ denote the maximal ideal of s% ; i.e. the set of all 
power series in 9n without constant term. Ocassionally we may write 9 for SW 
and J? for J+?, . As in the introduction we write 8, for the polynomials in 
x, ,..., x, with coefficients from K: 
Pn = K[xx, ,..., x,J 
For any set S and any positive integer n S cn) denotes the n-fold Cartesian 
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product of S (i.e. the set of n-tuples of elements of 5’) while Sco) denotes the 
set of infinite sequences of elements of S. 
A sequencef = (fr , fa ,...) E &cm) induces a map f *: F --f F defined by: 
(f”w4 = 4fW 
for h E 9m (the substitution makes sense as no fn has a constant term). Note 
thatf * is a homomorphism of K-algebras. It is easy to show that any K-algebra 
homomorphism v: 9 ---f F is of this type. (Proof: Letfn = y(x,J for n = 1,2,... . 
Thenf E M(m) for iffn(0) = c # 0 then c - X, is a unit so ~(c - xn) = c - f, 
is a unit which is impossible as (c - fn)(0) = 0. Clearly f *h = &z) when h is 
a polynomial. Also if h lies in a high power &r of the maximal ideal so do v(h) 
and f *h. Hence, as any h can be written as the sum of a polynomial of degree 
Y - 1 and an element of AT (for every Y), it follows that y(h) = f *h for all h 
as required.) 
If A is a ring and I C A is an ideal we denote the radical of I by rad(1). Thus: 
rad(l) = {a E A: a” ~1 for some positive integer n}. 
One easily checks that rad(1) is again an ideal. 
3. EVALUATION FIELDS 
3. I DEFINITION. An evaluation field (more precisely: an evaluation field 
for 9Q consists of a field Q extending K, a subset w of Q, and a map: 
satisfying the following five axioms: 
(substitution) If g(x) = x, then g(f) = 6, and if g(x) = c E K then 
g(t) = c; 
(continuity) If g(0) = 0 then g(f) E w; 
(naturality) If f E J&Z’, then: 
(f *m7 = g(f (0); 
(integrality) If 7 E D and &,, I& ,..., <k E w and 
qkfl + c c,q = 0, 
then 71 E W; 
(non-triviality) For eachfe Fm\{O) there exists 6 E ~(~)such that f (4) # 0. 
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Henceforth we shall abuse language and denote an evaluation field by (Q, 0). 
We call the map Fm x Jrn) + Sz of the definition the evaluation map of (Q, w). 
The substitution and natural@ axioms imply that for 5 E w(m) the map 
zi2 - Q:f-f(6) is a homomorphism of K-algebras. The continuity axiom 
implies that w is closed under addition, multiplication, and scalar multiplication 
by elements of K. 
A model for all the axioms except non-triviality is obtained by taking Q = K, 
w = {0), andf(0) = constant term off. 
3.2 Remark. Read the polynomial ring 9m for the power series ring SW 
in 3.1. All the axioms hold for any extension field S2 of K with w = Sz and the 
evaluation map 9, X J2(,) + Sz being ordinary evaluation of polynomials. 
This observation enables as to convert the theorems given below into analogous 
theorems for polynomial rings with only minor changes in the proofs. 
3.3 DEFINITION. An evaluation field (52, ) w is called algebraically closed iff 
Q is algebraically closed. 
4. PUISEAUX SERIES 
Let L be a field. We denote by Q,,(L) the jeld of formal Puiseaux series in the 
indeterminate t with coejicients from L. Thus a typical element of Q,(L) is a 
formal expression: 
q(t) = f a,tnld 
n=v 
where a, EL (n = r, Y + l,...), Y is a (possibly negative) integer, and d is a 
positive integer. When a, # 0 the rational number Y/d is called the order of 7; 
the order of the (identically) zero Puiseaux series is defined to be co. We denote 
by w,,(L) the set of all r] E Q,,(L) h aving positive (or infinite) order. If L extends K, 
5 E %WP), and f E Fm , the result of substituting E for x in f (x) is well-defined 
giving an evaluation map: 
4.1 PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION: Let L be an infinite field extending K. 
Then (Q(L), w,(L)) is an evaluation $eld called the Puiseaux evaluation field with 
coefficients from L. 
Proof. The first four axioms of Definition 3.1 are obvious. To prove non- 
triviality, choose a non-zero f E Fm . Let h denote the terms of lowest degree 
in f. Then h is a non-zero homogeneous polynomial so there exists a EL(~) 
with h(a) # 0. Let E(t) = ta. Then [ E: Ai”) C W,,(L)(~) and f(t) # 0 as 
required. 
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4.2 PROPOSITION. Suppose K has characteristic zero and L is an algebraically 
closed extension$eld of K. Then (Q,,(L), w,(L)) is an algebraically closed evaluation 
field. 
Proof. A proof that Q,(L) is closed in the case of formal power series can 
be found in Walker [7] page 98. For convergent power series (with L = C) 
one uses the method of analytic continuation; see for example Siegel [5] page 98. 
When K is algebraically closed, Q,(K) is in fact precisely the algebraic closure 
of the field K((t)) of formal quotients of K[[t]] = F1 . (Proof: Identify K((t)) 
with the formal Laurent series (of order >- QJ) in the indeterminate t. For 
any 5(t) E QdK) we can find an integer d so that ((td) E K((t)). Let vi(td) be 
the sum of those terms in <(td) t-j which have exponents congruent to 0 modulo d. 
Then yj(t) E K((t)). But l(t) = v,-,(t) tlld + ... + Tdpl(t) t(d-l)/d and tnld is 
clearly algebraic over K((t)). Hence t(t) is algebraic over K((t)) as required.) 
This means that (Q,(K), w&K)) . is in some sense a minimal evaluation field 
and that it has a close relation with K[[t]] = 4 . 
4.3 PROPOSITION. (1) 4 C QdK) ad dl C wdK); 
(2) Given [, ,..., & E w,(K), there exist .$ ,..., 6: E Al such that for all 
f E Fn one has f (5) = 0 if and only iff (.$‘) = 0; 
(3) For n = 1, 2,..., CO the K-algebra homomorphisms q~ 9% + FI are 
precisely the maps of form v(f) = f (5) for f E Fn as f ranges over A:“). 
Proof. (1) is obvious. For (2) take f:(t) = &(td) (i = I,..., n) where d is a 
common multiple of the denominators of the exponents of the Ei . For (3) use 
the argument in Section 2. We emphasize that there are many homomorphisms 
v: 9, ---f SZ,(K) besides those of form (3). 
5. UNIVERSAL EVALUATION FIELDS 
5.1 DEFINITION. A universal evaluation field is an algebraically closed 
evaluation field (Sz, w) such that there exists [ E w(~) with f(E) # 0 for all 
f E F%\{O); such a sequence 5 is called a universal point. 
5.2 Remark. Read B, for Fm in 5.1 and take w = Q as in Remark 3.2. 
Then 5.1 becomes the definition of universal field as given in 1.1. 
The main result of this section asserts that any algebraically closed evaluation 
field (Sz, , UJJ extends to a universal evaluation field (Q, U) so that any system 
of equations and inequations which has a solution in (Q, w) already has a solution 
in (52, , wO) (see 1.3). We first make some definitions. 
5.3 DEFINITION. Let (Q, , w,,) and (Q, w) be evaluation fields. We say that 
(Sz, W) is an extension of (Q,, , wO) iff Q, is a subfield of Q, w0 C w, and the evalua- 
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tion map 9m X ~(a) + Q restricts to the evaluation map Fm X 0~;~) + B, . 
We say (Q, w) is an existential extension of (L’s, w,,) iff, in addition, for all 
fl Y.,fk > g1 ,..., g, E gK if there exists f E W(~) satisfying the k + m conditions: 
h(5) f 0 i = l,..., k 
g&F) = 0 j = l,..., 111 
then there exists f E WA”) satisfying these same conditions. 
We remark that all existential extensions we construct are in fact elementary 
extensions in the sense of model theory. We use the weaker notion of existential 
extension only to make our results more accessible to non-logicians. 
We now prove an analog of 1.3. 
5.4 PROPOSITION. Let (Sz,,, CO,,) be an algebraically closed evaluation jield. 
Then there is a universal evaluation field (Q, ) h h w w ic is an existential extension 
of PII 9 4. 
First proof. We introduce a first order language 9 (see [2.1] and a set of 
sentences .P of 9 such that the models of I’ are precisely the universal elementary 
extensions of (Qs , wO). We then show that any finite subset of r has a model: 
namely (Sz, , ws). Then by the compactness theorem of model theory (see [2.1], 
[2.2]) we are done. 
The language 9 contains symbols for addition, multiplication, and equality, 
a function constant f of the appropriate number of arguments for each f E 9, 
an individual constant ii for each a E Q, a one-place predicate constant &(&j(y) 
means y E w), and an additional infinite sequence u = (u, , ua ,...) of individual 
constants. The set I’ consists of all the sentences of 9 which contain no u, 
and which hold in (Q, , w,,) together with all the sentencesf(u) # 0 forf E Fa\{O> 
and the sentences a( = 1, 2,... . Any finite subset of P contains only finitely 
many jr(u) # O,...,!,(u) # 0 of the latter kind of sentence. Choose [ E whrn) so 
that the product fi(Q fi(f) ... f?(f) # 0. Then the finite subset is modeled by 
(Sz, , w,,) with u assigned the value [. This completes the proof. 
Second proof (for non-logicians). This is the same as the first proof except 
we substitute a well-known proof of the compactness theorem for the appeal 
to the compactness theorem. 
Take the index set I to be F-\(O). For each f E I choose t(f) E wArn) such that 
f(t(f)) # 0 and let: 
The sets I, have the finite intersection property as I,., C1, A 1, so there is an 
ultrafilter D with 1, E D for all f ~1. Now let Q = C+,I/D be the ultrapower 
determined by D, let w = woJ/D (so that w is naturally identified with a subset 
of Q) and embed Sz, in Q in the usual way (via the constant functions). It is 
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routine to check that (52, ) . w is an evaluation field and an existential extension 
of (Qn, , q,). The point 5 E U(~) determined by the map [: I--+ WA%) just defined 
is a universal point; hence (Q, w) is universal. This completes our proof; for 
more on ultrapowers including the definitions, fundamental theorem, and the 
compactess theorem, see [2.3]. 
In case K is the field of complex numbers and SC is the ring of convergent 
power series we may take (Sz, , wO) to be the evaluation field of convergent 
Puiseaux series so that 5.4 gives a universal existential extension of the Puiseaux 
series. This example is the most useful in applications, but there is another 
example; the non-standard complex numbers, which (as indicated in Section 1) 
provided the motivation for this paper. Let Q denote the non-standard complex 
numbers in any non-standard model of analysis (see for example [1.5]) and let 
w be the “monad of 0” in Q; i.e. the set of all 5 E Q such that / 5 / is infinitesimal 
(i.e. smaller than every standard positive rational number). As any f~ Fn 
converges at u E @tn) when / u / is sufficiently small, f(E) E Q is well-defined 
for all [ E wcn). It is clear that (52, w) is an agebraically closed evaluation field, 
and for suitable non-standard models of analysis (which could be constructed 
as an ultrapower of C as in 5.4) we have that (9, W) is universal. 
6. GENERIC POINTS 
In this section we prove an analog of 1.2. 
6.1 DEFINITION. Let (52, w) be an evaluation field, m = 0, 1, 2 ,..., co, and 
JC<%;,, . A point [EW, (n) is called a generic point for J iff: 
f = lfE %&f(t) = 0:. 
In this terminology, a universal point (see 5.1) is a generic point for the ideal 
J = (0) C S>. . 
6.2 THEOREM. Continue the notation of 6.1 but assume m < co and (52, W) 
is universal. Then there exists a generic point for J if and only if J is a prime ideal. 
Proof. “only if” is trivial. We prove “if” by induction on m. 
In case m = 0, we have that F0 = K, that J = (0), (by definition, a prime 
ideal is not the whole ring), and that the evaluation map is the inclusion of K 
into Q. There is nothing to prove. 
Now assume that the theorem is proved for m = n; we must prove it for 
nz = n + 1. Set z = (xi ,..., x,) and y = xnCl to simplify the notation. In 
case J is the zero ideal we simply take 5 = (5, ,..., &+i) to be the first n + 1 
components of a universal point. In the contrary case J contains a non-zero 
element p E F%+r . After a change of coordinates we may assume (by 3.1 
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“naturality”) that p is regular in y. By the Weirstruss preparation theorem ([8] 
page 145) we may assume p = p(z, y) is a Weirstruss polynomial in y, i.e. that p 
has the form: 
P(GY) = Yk + c Pj(dYC 
j<h (6.3) 
P&)Y> P,c-I(4 E 4, . 
By the &&on theorem ([8] page 139) every f~ Fn+r is congruent mod p to a 
polynomial Y E SJ y] of degree <k in y: 
f=pP+y 
r = 1 rj(z)yj 
j<l; 
(6.41 
where am,..., T~-~(x) E Sm and q E K+, . As pi J we have that fE J if and 
only if r E J. It suffices to find a point 5 E Jn+l) of form 5 = (5,~) with 5 E 0) 
such that: 
P(L 7) = 0 
J n K[ yl = {r E EJYI: ~(5, rl) = 01 (6.5) 
For then f (5) = 0 o r( 5,~) = 0 o Y E J -f E J as required. 
As J is a prime ideal in Fn+r , J n 2&m is a prime ideal in 9%. Form the 
quotient integral domains, fields of formal quotients, and projections given by: 
D = K/(Jn E); 
L = K+dJ; 
A = D-ID; 
A = L-IL; 
6: 9%-D; 
A: Fn+l+L. 
Note that there is a natural inclusion D 2 L. 
Now A(y) is integral over D as 0 = h(p) = p,(x( y)). Hence h(y) is certainly 
algebraic over A so A[h(y)] is a field. On the other hand (6.4) shows that the 
first k powers 1, X(y),..., I\( ~)~-r generate L as a D-module so L = D[h( y)]. 
But then L C A[h( y)] = A(X( y)) C (1 so (1 = A[h( y)] and II is an algebraic 
extension of A of degree ,(k. 
Now by the induction hypothesis choose a generic point 5 E cP) for the 
ideal J n Fn . This in turn determines a unique embedding of K-algebras: 
such that: 
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for all g E sn ; in particular: 
l$ = &3(Zj) j = I,..., n. 
The embedding E extends to a field embedding (also denoted by E): 
As Q is algebraically closed and A is a finite degree extension of A the embedding 
6 extends to a field embedding: 
Let 77 = &X(y)) E Sz. Then r([, 7) = p(h(r)) for Y E PJy]. As X(p) = 0 and 
p is an embedding this establishes (6.5). Now by (6.3) and 3.1 “continuity” 
p,(c) E w for j = O,..., k - 1; hence as p(t;, 7) = 0, we obtain that 7 E w by 3.1 
“integrality”. This completes the proof. 
7. VARIOUS FORMS OF THE NULLSTELLENSATZ 
7.1 LEMMA. Let A be a ring, I C A be an ideal, and f E A. Suppose f $ rad(I). 
Then there is a prime ideal J C A such that I C J and f 4 J. 
Proof. By Zorn’s lemma choose an ideal J extending I and maximal with 
respect to the property that f $ rad( J). We show that J is prime. Suppose 
a, b E A with a, b 4 J. Then by maximality: f E rad(J, a) and f E rad( J, b); i.e. 
there exist integers j and k and elements c, d E A so that: 
Multiplying gives: 
fjsca+ J 
f” l db + J. 
f jtk E (cd)(ab) + J 
so f E rad( J, ab). As f $ rad( J) we obtain ab $ J. Thus J is prime as required. 
7.2 DEFINITION. Let n = 1,2 ,..., CO and (Q, W) be an evaluation field. For 
I _C 9n the zero-set of I in w is denoted by Z,(I) and defined by: 
Z,(I) = (5 E cd%‘: f(5) = 0 Vf EI}. 
For Z C wfn) the ideal of Z is denoted by I(Z) and defined by: 
I(Z) = (f E 9%: f(S) = 0 vg E Z}. 
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7.3 ABSTRACT NULLSTELLENSATZ. Let (Q, W) be an algebraically closed 
evaluation field, and I C Fa (n = 1, 2,. . .) be an ideal. Then: 
1(Z,(I)) = rad(l). 
The proof of 7.3 is word for word the same as the proof of 1.4. 
7.5 DEFINITION. Let n = 1,2 ,... . For 1 C & let Z,(I) be the set of all 
K-algebra homomorphisms Sn - 4 which annihilate I; thus by 4.2(3): 
Z,(I) = (6 E Ai”‘: g([) = 0 vg EI}. 
7.6 NULLSTELLENSATZ FOR CURVES. Let K be algebraically closed and I C Fn 
(n = 1,2,...) be an ideal. Then: 
I(Z,(I)) = rad(l). 
Proof. Apply 7.3 with (Sz, W) = (!&,(K), w,(K)) (see 4.1), and use 4.3(2). 
(As ~4’~ C w,(K) 7.2 defines I(Z) for Z C My).) 
As remarked in the introduction our proofs of these theorems are adaptations 
of Robinson’s proof [5] of Riickerts’ Nullstellensatz. For completeness, we 
now state and prove this theorem. 
7.7 DEFINITION. For the remainder of Section 7, K = the complex numbers, 
and Pm = the ring of convergent power series in x1 ,..., x, . Let n = 1, 2 ,..., 
and I C & be an ideal. As 9j is Notherian, I is finitely generated; let g, ,..., g, 
be generators for I. Let %! be a neighborhood of 0 in Kn on which g, ,..., g, 
all converge and let Z(1) be the germ at 0 of the set {U E @: gl(u) = ... = 
g,(u) = O}. It is easily seen that the set germ Z(1) is well defined; i.e. independent 
of the choice of generators g, ,..., g, . We call Z(1) the zero-set germ of I. 
Similarly, given any set-germ Z at 0 in K” we denote the ideal of Z by I(Z) 
and define it to be the set of all f E Ffi such that there is a representative Z* 
of Z and a representative f * off with f * identically zero on Z*. 
7.8 NULLSTELLENSATZ FOR GERMS. 
I(Z(I)) = rad(l). 
Proof. The inclusion rad(1) CI(Z(1)) b is o vious. If f $ rad(l) then by 7.5 
there exists 5 E J.M~) with g(.$(t)) = 0 for all g E I and f (f(t)) not identically 
zero. Hence (let t -+ 0) f $I(Z(I)). 
(Robinson’s proof [5] avoids Puiseaux series. He uses the universal evaluation 
field of non-standard complex numbers described in Section 5 directly as in 7.3). 
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8. THE PUISEAUX EVALUATION FIELD Is NOT UNIVERSAL 
In this section we show that the evaluation field (Qs(K), w,(K)) is not univer- 
sal. In view of 4.3(2) it is enough to show: 
8.1 PROPOSITION. Let f(t), v(t) E c&i?1 C 6 = K[[t]]. Then there exists 
f(x, y) E 6 = K[[x, ~11 such that Mt), G)> = 0 but& Y) f 0. 
Proof. (I am indebted to Marty Isaacs for showing me this argument.) 
Let m and n be the orders of < and 7 respectively. The case m = co (or n = co) 
is trivial: take f = x. Hence assume m, n < co and let d denote the greatest 
common divisor of m and n. For any polynomial p(x, y) E K[x, y] let y(p) = 
order of p(f(t), v(t)). Thus 
f(t) = &J” + ... &?a f 0; 
7)(t) = 7j,P + ... %a f 0; 
P(W, ?7@)) = PY + .‘. y = r(p), P, f 0. 
One easily shows: 
(8.2) If N > 2mn is any integer divisible by d, then there exists integers 
a > 0 and b > 0 such that: 
N = am + bn. 
CLAIM. There is a positive integer k and a function E which ass& to every 
q E K[x, y] with r(q) > 2mn + k a polynomial e(q) E K[x, y] satisfying: 
44) = AP(X, Y) X”Yb with X E K, r(p) < k, a 3 0, 6 > 0; (8.3) 
e7) < a - 4!7N* (8.4) 
To prove the claim we argue as follows: Let S be a finite set of polynomials 
such that for each q E K[x, y] with r(q) < 03 there exists p E S with: 
4d = Y(P) mod d. 
Let: 
k = max{r(p): p E S} 
For q satisfying r(q) 3 2mn + k choose p E S with r(p) - r(p) = N where 
N is divisible by d. By (8.2) let N = am + bn with a > 0 and b > 0 so that: 
e7(x, YN = ~(P(% Y> xaYb)* 
Then for r(q) = Ap(x, y) x”yb where h E K is suitably choose we obtain (8.4). 
Now choose an integer w with mw > 2mn + k and let: 
qo = xw. 
4s1/5711-14 
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Then r(q,J = mw so ~(4s) is defined. Now define inductively: 
so that: 
Pi+1 = Pi - 4%) 
+70> < w -=c QZ) < ..* * 
If a monomial xUyV appears with non-zero coefficient in a polynomial E(Q) of 
form (8.3) then r(p) < K + mu + nb < K + mu + na; thus x”yv appears in a 
most finitely many &). Hence the formula: 
f&Y) = 40 + 440) - 441) - *** 
gives a well defined formal power series. It is non-zero as q. = xw and all &) 
are divisible by y (since b > 0 in (8.3)). But f can be written in the form: 
for any j > 0. Since qi(&t), q(t)) and &)(6(t), q(t)) (i > j) involve only powers 
tr with r > t(pi) and since r(q,) + co as j ---f CO it follows thatf([(t), v(t)) = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
The reader can contrast 8.1 with: 
8.5 PROPOSITION. Let K be any field of infinite dimension as a vector space 
over the rationals. Then there exist [(t, s) EA?$*) C 9;“) = K[[t, s]] such that 
f (t(4 4) f Ofoy any f E %\W 
Proof. Let 9, (m = 1, 2,...) be an infinite sequence of elements of K 
linearly independent over the rationals and define &,, E &‘a by: 
f,(t, s) = seemt. 
Let f E Fm be given in multi index notation by: 
f 64 = Cfaxa a 
and let fk denote the terms off homogeneous of degree k: 
Then: 
f7cW = , ;pf.xa. oi 
f (f(t, s)) = C sIti1 fae@‘a)t 
ol 
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so the coefficient of sk is: 
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As 01 varies over all multi-indices the numbers 0 . 01 are distinct; hence (bye 
Van der Monde or by behavior as t + 00 or by Kronecker’s theorem on sub- 
groups of the torus) the functions e(O’a)t are linearly independent over K. Now- 
suppose f(&, 4) vanishes identically. Then for each k the right side of (8.6) 
vanishes identically, Hence (as the e(@&jt are independent) all fa vanish as 
required. 
Proposition 8.5 seems to suggest that we could construct a universal evaluation 
field (!2, w) by taking 52 to be the algebraic closure of the field of formal quotients 
of Fa . However, this algebraic closure is not so easy to describe as in the case 
of 4 (when it is the Puiseaux series) and so it is not clear how to define W. 
The situation is even worse when order is involved as in part II. It therefore 
seems that one is forced to use non-constructive methods to construct universal 
evaluation fields. 
APPENDIX 
WEISPFENNING’S TRANSFER PRINCIPLE 
In this appendix we explain the relation between the present paper and the 
work of Weispfenning [l]. We begin by translating one of Weispfenning’s 
definitions into our terminology. 
DEFINITION. A weak evaluation field consists of a field Sz extending K, 
a subset w of 52, and an evaluation map: 
% x t.Jrn) -+ J-2: (g(x), 5) -g(6) 
such that all the conditions of Definition 3.1 with the possible exception of the 
integrality condition are satisfied. 
Thus a weak evaluation field is a model of Weispfenning’s theory A’ while 
an evaluation field is a model of his theory A. 
Weispfenning introduces a language L the sentences of which can be inter- 
preted in any weak evaluation field. Trivial algebraic manipulations show that 
any QFWFF (= quantifier free well formed formula) v(x) of L is equivalent 
to one of form: 
d4 ” 944 ” .*. ” Pk(4 
where each cpj(x) has the form: 
fj(X) # 0 A gjl(X) = 0 A .” A gjr,(X) = 0 
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with fi and gji in S* . Thus the formula v(x) is satisfied by E E Jm) if and 
,only if one of the formulas C&X) is; i.e. if and only if the corresponding system 
of equations and inequations is satisfied by 5‘. Note that in case the formula 
y(x) contains no variables it may be taken to be either the (true) formula 0 = 0 
or the (false) formula 1 = 0 (this is the content of Weispfenning’s lemma 2.2). 
Weispfenning’s main result (2.1 of [l]) f rom which the Nullstellensatz follows 
easily is the following: 
TRANSFER PRINCIPLE: If a QFWFF v(x) can be satisfied in some weak 
evaluation Jield, then it can be satisfied in every algebraically closed evaluation 
field. 
Proof. Assume w.1.o.g. that v(x) has the form: 
f(x) # 0 A gl(x) = 0 A **. A gr(x) = 0; 
i.e. that K = 1 in the above representation. Let (J2, w) be a weak evaluation 
field and f E ,crn) satisfy v(x). Let J be the set of all g E F such that g(f) = 0. 
Then J is a prime ideal (in particular J = rad(J)); g, ,..., g, E J; and f $ J. 
The result now follows from our abstract nullstellensatz (7.3). 
Weispfenning’s main lemma in the proof of his transfer principle (2.3 of [l]) 
is worth mention here. He shows that for any QFWFF q(x) there is a formula # 
without variables (and quantifiers) such that the sentence: 
(3 XEOP’: dx)> -+ 9 
holds in every algebraically closed weak evaluation field and the sentence: 
(3x E CfP): y(x)) t) $4 
holds in every algebraically closed evaluation field. From the transfer principle 
we see that one can take # to be 0 = 0 in case v(x) can be satisfied in some weak 
evaluation field and 1 = 0 in the contrary case. But this is somewhat misleading 
for Weispfenning actually gives a method for constructing # (which is construc- 
tive insofar as the preparation theorem is constructive). To put the matter 
more dramatically, Weispfenning constructs h, , h, ,... , hbE 9 from f, g, ,.. . , g,E 9 
so that the question of whether f belongs to the ideal generated by g, ,..., g, 
can be settled by evaluating h, ,..., h, at 0. On the other hand, Weispfenning 
uses the fact that the theory of algebraically closed fields admits quantifier 
elimination whereas we do not; thus our techniques may allow for a generaliza- 
tion of the notions of “evaluation field” and “generic point” to rings more 
general than power series rings. 
Weispfenning points out (page 335 of [l]) that weak evaluation fields are 
easy to construct. It should be emphasized however that evaluation fields are 
not so easy to construct. In this regard I pose the following: 
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QUESTION. Let (52, W) b e an algebraically closed weak evaluation field. 
Is there an algebraically closed evaluation field (Q*, CO*) extending (Q, UJ) ! 
In particular, can one take a* = D and w* = the integral closure of w in J2 ? 
The problem is of course to extend the evaluation map to CO*. As I indicated 
in Section 8 I don’t even know how to do this when G is the algebraic closure 
of the field of quotients of F2 and w is J@, . 
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